The Early Education Leader’s Guide
Chapter 2 Applied Learning Activity:
Using Executive Functions—Leading by Example
EX: Quickly create a
Plan B when the
speaker you hired for
an upcoming workday
cancels at the last
minute.

EX: Meet one-on-one with
staff members each month
to check in—both personally
and professionally.

Thinking flexibly

EX: Consider how recent
challenges in an educator’s
personal life may be affecting
her instruction, instead of
jumping to conclusions about
performance.

Goal-setting

Reflecting

Planning

Using several
skills at once

EX: Mediate a conflict between two educators while
remaining focused on both student and adult
outcomes, and work with both parties to create a
plan for continuing to work together.

EX: Choose an article
to email to the team
for next month’s “Read
and Reflect” meeting.

Maintaining selfcontrol (e.g.,
focusing,
following
through)
EX: Follow through on weekly priorities in spite of
distractions and unexpected demands on your time.

Figure 1. Executive functions
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Consider each of the executive functions (EF) listed in Figure 1, and reflect on how you use them in your daily work as a leader in early education. Then,
complete the self-assessment below to reflect on how and when you use this skill and evaluate how effectively you use each EF to support adults in your
professional work and settings. For each EF, select one of the following options: very ineffective, ineffective, neither effective nor effective, effective, or very
effective.

Think of and jot down an example of how you use
this EF skills in an average day.

When was
the last
time this
happened?

How did it go?
Very
Ineffective

Ineffective

Neither
Ineffective
Nor
Effective

Effective

Goal-setting
Planning
Maintaining self-control (e.g.,
focusing, following through)
Using several skills at once
Reflecting
Thinking flexibly

After completing the self-assessment, answer the questions below:
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Very
Effective
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1. Which EF skill is currently your greatest strength when it comes to supporting others in your professional work and setting?

2. Why do you think you excel at using this skill?

3. How do you use this EF skill in your daily work as a leader to support others?

4. Which EF skill is currently your greatest challenge or area for growth?

5. Why do you think using this skill is particularly challenging for you?

6. Think back to a moment when this EF skill could have been helpful in your work to support other adults. How could you have used this skill in the
moment to be more effective?

7. How might you develop the EF skill you identified as an area of growth? List specific next steps:
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